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Rhino 

 Open a new Rhino file !
 Choose large object – inches !

 Make a Box by typing box into the command line, place the first corner of the base at 
point 0,0,0 by entering those coordinates. Then enter each dimension; length = 10”, 
width = 10” and height = 10”. 

Maximize the Perspective tab by double clicking on it. Change the view to shaded in 
the view tab, or by right clicking the Perspective tab and selecting shaded. Zoom into 
our box by typing ZS (zoom selected). This allows us to better orbit the object. 

Rename a layer Massing and place the box on the layer by right clicking the layer and 
selecting Move object to this layer. Name a second layer Program and copy the box to 
this layer by right clicking the layer and selecting Copy object to this layer. 

Lock the Massing layer, allowing us to edit just the Program Box. Now, using the 
scale1D command we will make the Program box into a smaller fragment of the larger 
box. The scale 1D command works by selecting two points and then ‘extending’ or 
‘compressing’ the object between them. 

Copy the Program Box and then paste it so you have two copies. Move one in the z 
direction 20”. We will use the second copy to be removed from the volume of the 
massing. Do this with the BooleanDifference command. First select the object you are 
subtracting from, then the object you are using to subtract. Make sure the Delete 
Input checkbox is unchecked. 

Rename a third layer as construction lines. Select this layer, and draw lines (line) 
between each corner of the program boxes. 

Exporting to Illustrator  

Set the view to an Isometric. View > Set View > Isometric > SE. Select the objects and 
type Make2d into the command line. Select Current View, Show Hidden Lines, Maintain 
Source Layers. Rename.  

Group 2d drawing. Unlike in Illustrator each curve maintains its current layer. Navigate 
to top view. Create a new layer bounding box. Select it and type Bounding Box into the 
command line.  

(* Note make sure that what you are exporting is located at the origin (0,0) as it will 
reference this location within the Illustrator file. If the work is located elsewhere it 
can be difficult to manage within Illustrator.) 

Export Selected. File > Export Selected. Diagram_01. File type Adobe Illustrator. 
Preserve  model scale 1” = 1”. Use other architectural scales when required (e.g. 1” = 
1/8”) 

Illustrator Interface 

 Raster - Photoshop - Points - Pixels 
 Vector - Illustrator - Lines - Algorithms !!
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!
 View. The scroll wheel allows you to move up and down. Hold CTRL or CMD to move  
left and right. Or, click H for the hand tool to allow you to pan freely. Zoom in and out 
with CTRL or CMD + or -. !
What you see. Artboard and Scratch area. The Artboard is the area that contains 
printable work. The Scratch area is where you can edit and store elements that will 
not be printed. !
You establish the Artboard when you create a new document. You can also edit an 
Artboard within Document Setup (CMD + Option + P) or File > Document Setup > Edit 
Artboards.  !
Adjust the Artboard numerically with the toolbar, or manually by dragging the points. 
We will draw our Artboard to the bounding box. Add a margin by typing +1 into both 
the W (width) and H (height) permitters. !
Copy and Artboard by holding ALT then click and drag. If you would like to move the 
Artboard parallel to the original you can also hold shift. !
Adobe calls the customizable interface as a workspace. The workspace is comprised 
the drop down menus, a ribbon, and toolbars. You can adjust the interface to meet 
your needs under the Window drop down menu. Save any changes to your workspace 
window > workspace > new workspace. !

Illustrator Toolbars 

!
Toolbars. Each toolbar can be found under the Window drop down menu. First find the 
Layers toolbar. Notes of each toolbar. They can be moved. “Docked”. Expanded or 
unexpanded. Also each toolbar has an additional set of options that can be selected 
from the top right corner. Within the layers option, find it critical to check the Paste 
Remember Layers option. !
Create a new layer named visible, and another named hidden by clicking the new layer 
icon. Move each “sub-layer” into these layers. Layers allow for global selections and 
changes. The eye icon shows or hides the work. The lock allows or locks selection. 
Color allows for visual organization. The target allows for selection and movement of 
objects within a layer.  !
Move objects down within a layer with CTRL/CMD + [ or up with CTRL/CMD + ] if you 
group CTRL/CMD G an object it will change the layer settings. !

 (* Note that importing from Rhino maintains the same layers. If you were importing  
 from a .pdf file, or other file this is not always the case. When importing unorganized  
 file types you can use the Select drop down menu to organize these objects into  
 layers. Select > Same > Appearance) !

 We will use the Layers to make adjustments to the Color, and the Stroke or line 
weight of our drawing.  !
First we will select the color toolbar. Open it and select show options in the right hand 
corner. Each object has two color options fill and stroke. It is important to switch 
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between them to make the adjustments you desire. Select the stroke and change the 
color to black. !
Second we will select the stroke toolbar. Open it and select show options in the right 
hand corner. Assign a different line weight to each layer to achieve graphic clarity. !!
Profile -   3 
Visible -   2  
Hidden -   1  dash 12 x 12 
Construction -  .25 dash 6 x 3 x 2 x 3 !
Create a new layer Profile Lines. Lock all other layers. With the Pen Tool (P) draw the 
outline of these objects. Note that illustrator indicates the geometry you are 
referencing before commit a point. These points are called control points as they 
control the vector geometry they create.  !
The path that you drew allows us to explore the difference between the Selection and 
Direct Selection tools. The Selection tool (V) allows you to select every control point 
that makes up the path. Whereas, the Direct Selection (A) tool allows you to select 
individual control points. !
Move a control point manually, with the arrows, or with the x, y value parameters.  !

Illustrator Live Paint 

If you have a joined line (CTRL/CMD J) you can fill it with color. However, with our 
drawing the lines are not connected. However, we can fill the spaces between these 
lines with the Live Paint tool (CTRL/CMD + Option + X) or Object > Live Paint > Make. !
(* Note when you use Live Paint it groups all lifework together onto one layer. To keep 
original lifework I recommend the following workflow.) !
Create a new layer named Live Paint. Select all (CTRL/CMD + A) and Paste in Place 
(CTRL/CMD + Option + V). Then Live Paint tool (CTRL/CMD + Option + X). This will 
create a live paint object. Now to ‘paint the object’ we will need to select colors.  !
Live Paint references Swatches or saved colors and color collections. Open the swatch 
toolbar and load swatches in the bottom left. We will use Swatches > Art History > 
Ancient. Drag the Egypt folder into our Swatches. To Paint press K and use the arrows 
to scroll through the swatches selected. Apply color where required. !
(* Note Live Paint produces an object. To edit individual components you must Expand 
and Ungroup them. Expand by clicking Object > Expand. This will give you a group of 
objects. Ungroup them clicking (CTRL/CMD + G) or Object > Ungroup. Keep grouped 
duplicate lifework and delete it.) !

Illustrator Image Trace 

 Image Trace transforms a raster image into a vector image. 

Google Search Watercolor People. Download your favorite file and name it Watercolor 
People. Create a new layer named Watercolor People. Lock all other layers. Then 
Place the image into the document (CTRL/CMD + Shift + P) or File > Place. 
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Select the image then the Image Trace can be found under the object drop down menu 
or on the ribbon. Click the arrow next to the Image Trace on the ribbon for addition 
settings. !
(* Note similar to Live Paint this creates an object that you need to Expand and 
Ungroup.) !
Use the Select > Same > Fill Color to organize the information. 

  !
Illustrator Clipping Mask and Compound Paths 

!
Again, Create a new layer Clipping Mask. Place the image into this new layer (CTRL/CMD + 
Shift + P) or File > Place. Draw a Rectangle (M) with no fill or color. This acts as a 
window. Select all the objects on the layer and then make a Clipping Mask (CTRL/CMD 
+ 7) or Options > Clipping Mask > Make. !
(* Note a few quirks. The path that you use to make the mask will always have 0 
stroke. If you would like to keep the frame you must copy and paste that object in 
place. The path must be the first object in the list, located “above” all other objects 
in the layer.) !
To create multiple frames into the same image you must create a Compound Path. This 
treated multiple unjoined and ungrouped paths as a single object allowing for the 
Clipping Mask to include multiple frames. !

Illustrator Additional Tools 

!
 Actions 

Blend 

Gradient 

Eye Dropper 

Cut  !!!!
Thanks, Sam Daley !!!!
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Adobe Illustrator Quick Reference Guide  
By Dan Clark, edited by Claire Lonsbury	


Basic Key Commands (For Macs: CMD instead of CTRL):	


CTRL + = zoom in  
(ALT + mouse scroll up)	

CTRL + - zoom out 
(ALT + mouse scroll down)	

CTRL + 0 fit to screen CTRL + 1 actual size  !
CTRL + X cut 
CTRL + C copy  
CTRL + V paste 
CTRL + A select all  
CTRL + Z undo 
SHIFT + CTRL+Z redo !
CTRL + G group  
SHIFT + CTRL+G ungroup !
Tool Menu Key Commands:	

V selection tool  
A direct selection tool  
Y magic wand tool  
Q lasso tool 
P pen tool 
T type tool 
\ line tool 
M rectangle tool !
Tool Menu Key Commands continued:	

B paintbrush tool 
N pencil tool 
R rotate tool 
S scale tool 
SHIFT+R warp tool 
E free transform tool SHIFT+S symbol sprayer tool J column graph tool	


U mesh tool  
G gradient tool 
I eye dropper tool  
W blend tool  
K live paint bucket tool 
SHIFT+L live paint selection tool  
SHIFT+K slice tool 
C scissors tool  
H hand tool  
Z zoom tool 

NOTE: FREQUENTLY USED KEY COMMANDS IN PINK	



